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1

Scenario Overview

The ADOIT ServiceNow Live Connector allows to integrate ADOIT and ServiceNow.
Note: This document focuses on the integration with ADOIT. Integration with ADONIS NP is also
possible with only minor metamodel adjustments.

The current version of the module supports the following features:
•

•

•

Synchronization: Artefacts and relations between these artefacts maintained
in ServiceNow can be replicated to ADOIT. Replication can either be triggered
manually in the ADOIT web client or run automatically on a scheduled basis.
Dashboards: One of the core artefacts in ServiceNow is the “service”
catalogued in ServiceNow’s business service catalogue. A business service is
a set of interconnected applications and hosts which are configured to offer a
service to the organization. Main ITSM processes such as incident
management, problem management etc. are centered around these services.
By synchronizing services to ADOIT you get access to dashboards showing
key information about these services. Examples are the number of incidents
per time span, number of problems per time span etc.
Configuration: Besides services, any other object and relation between
objects (e.g. applications, CIs) can be replicated. To this end the predefined
mapping between the ADOIT and the ServiceNow metamodels can be
extended.

The following image shows an example of a service dashboard in ADOIT which
contains data retrieved from ServiceNow.

Figure 1: Dashboard showing Service KPIs based on data fetched from ServiceNow
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2

Architecture

Communication between ADOIT and ServiceNow is realized via a REST-based web
service provided by ADOIT. ADOIT retrieves objects (e.g. business services or any
other objects and relations from ServiceNow) and creates objects/relations in the
ADOIT repository.
For objects of the type Service, ADOIT also provides dashboards. When a user
opens a dashboard in ADOIT, the required data (e.g. incidents, problems, outages
etc.) is retrieved in real time from ServiceNow and prepared for presentation.
The following image provides an overview of the architecture:

Figure 2: Application Architecture View
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3

Setup

3.1 Prerequisites
ADOIT 10.0 or higher must be installed.

3.2 Deploy ServiceNow MFB
Import the following module files into the ADOIT database:
•
•
•

ext_connect_servicenow.jar

ext_connect_servicenow.manifest

ext_connect_servicenow.manifest.mfb

In order to do so:
1. Start the ADOIT Administration Toolkit and log in to the database.
2. On the Settings menu, click File Management to open the tool for managing
auxiliary files in the database.
3. Import the module files into the following directory in the library:
“db:/System/applications/<Application Library
Name>/chrome”.

Figure 3: Import the module files into the ADOIT database
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3.3 Restart the Administration Toolkit
To load the newly installed module, the Administration Toolkit must be restarted.

3.4 Create Technical User
A technical user is used for periodic synchronization of objects with ServiceNow.
Note: When synchronizing users in the web client, the logged in user is used.

Create the following technical user in the Administration Toolkit:
•
•
•
•

•

User name: “Technical_ServiceNowIntegration” (and a password of your
choice)
Repository: Only (!) assign the repository which will hold the objects to be
synchronized to the user.
User groups: This user belongs to the default group.
System roles: If release workflows are licensed, map the technical user to the
“Administrator” roles:
o ADOIT: EA Workflow
Trusted Login: Yes

Important note: You cannot activate “Trusted Login” during user creation. Only rights of already created
users can be modified. Use the button “Create” in the “Create New User” tab to create the user before
you activate “Trusted Login”.

3.5 Assign the Web Module
Assign the following web module to the appropriate system roles:
•

ServiceNow Connector

In order to do so:
1. Open the Library Management and switch to the tab Component Settings.
2. Double-click the desired library to open the list of components available for
configuration.
3. Double-click Web Client, and then double-click Web Modules.
4. Activate the web module ServiceNow Connector for all users or for specific
system roles.
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Figure 4: Assign web module

3.6 Configure ServiceNow Settings
Now the ServiceNow settings have to be defined. In order to do so:
1. Still in the Component Settings, right-click Integration – Data Connectors,
and then click Create new configuration. The ServiceNow settings open.
2. Edit the settings in the General tab, the Technical Settings tab, the Data
Synchronization tab and the Dashboard Settings tab.
3. Click OK when you have completed the settings.

Figure 5: Configure ServiceNow Settings
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3.7 ServiceNow Settings – General
The General tab contains general settings to describe and identify the connector.
3.7.1

Name

The name for the configuration. Set to “ServiceNow” (without quotes).
3.7.2

ID

The unique identifier of the configuration. Set to “servicenow” (without quotes).
3.7.3

Description

Here you can add an optional textual description of the connector.
3.7.4

Connector Type

The connector type of the configuration. Select ServiceNow.

3.8 ServiceNow Settings – Technical Settings
The Technical Settings tab contains technical settings to ensure the connectivity to
ServiceNow and to configure periodic synchronisation of data.
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Figure 6: Technical Settings tab

3.8.1

URL

Enter the URL at which the ServiceNow instance is available.
3.8.2

Certificate (optional)

Some servers require that the client sends a certificate with each request. This can
be configured here:
•

Browse: The certificate file can be uploaded here.
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•

Certificate Type: The type of certificate. Java Keystore Files (.jks) and
Personal Information Exchange files (.pfx) are supported.

•

Passphrase (encrypted): This property represents the passphrase of the
.jks or .pfx file user in encrypted form. The passphrase must be encrypted
with the BOC encryption tool.

3.8.3

Authentication Type

Select the authentication type that should be used to connect to the configured
service. ServiceNow will typically support basic authentication or OAuth2
authentication. The authentication types require different settings, depending on the
configuration of the connected ServiceNow instance.
•

•

Basic: The following configuration parameters are required for basic
authentication:
o Username: Enter the username of the ServiceNow user who will
access ServiceNow for synchronization and fetching KPI data.
o Password (encrypted): Enter the encrypted password of the
ServiceNow user who will access ServiceNow. The password must be
encrypted with the BOC encryption tool.
OAuth2: The following configuration parameters are required OAuth2
authentication (available with ADOIT 10.1).
o Grant Type: Specify the grant type. Currently Client Credentials and
Password are supported. ServiceNow usually supports Password.
o Client ID: The ID of the client registered with the ServiceNow instance
o Client Secret (encrypted): The secret matching the configured Client
ID. The secret must be encrypted with the BOC encryption tool.
o Client Authentication: Here, the way the client authentication
credentials (Client ID and Client Secret) are sent to the ServiceNow
server is defined. This can be done either as a basic authentication
header or as part of the request body parameters.
o Token URL: The absolute URL at which the ServiceNow server
accepts requests for an access token. This is usually at
<SERVICENOW>/oauth_token.do.
o Username: Only relevant when Grant Type is set to Password. This
contains the name of the ServiceNow user who will access
ServiceNow.
o Password (encrypted): Only relevant when Grant Type is set to
Password. This contains the password of the of the ServiceNow user
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who will access ServiceNow. The password must be encrypted with the
BOC encryption tool.
o Scope: Here, the optional scope for connection to ServiceNow via
OAuth2 can be configured.
3.8.4

Connect Timeout (in milliseconds)

The amount of time that can pass until the attempt to connect to the ServiceNow
instance is stopped.
3.8.5

Socket Timeout (in milliseconds)

The amount of time that can pass until the ServiceNow Live Connector has to
respond to a request.
3.8.6

Technical User

From the Available Users list, select the technical user who will retrieve the
connector configuration and execute the periodic synchronization (see 3.4).
3.8.7

Periodic Synchronisation

The following configuration parameters are required to run the synchronization
automatically on a scheduled basis :
•

•

Synchronize Periodically: Select this check box to enable periodic
synchronization. Data in ADOIT will be synchronized with the configured
ServiceNow instance once per day, using the configured synchronisation time.
Synchronisation Time: Define the point in time at which the objects are
synchronized daily here.

3.9 ServiceNow Settings – Data Synchronization
The Data Synchronization tab a JSON configuration for the data synchronization
when fetching data from ServiceNow and creating/updating artefacts in ADOIT.
•

Paste the dashboard settings configuration you have received from your BOC
consultant into the JSON configuration box.

Note: To find out how to create your own configuration, see 6.2.
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Figure 7: Example of settings in the Data Synchronization tab

3.10 ServiceNow Settings – Dashboard Settings
This tab contains a JSON configuration for the dashboards provided by the
ServiceNow connector.
•

Paste the dashboard settings configuration you have received from your BOC
consultant into the JSON configuration box.

Note: To find out how to create your own configuration, see 6.3.

Figure 8: Example of settings in the Dashboard Settings tab
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3.11 (Optional) Proxy Settings
If the target ServiceNow instance is available via a connection that is routed through
a proxy, configure the proxy data in the file <TOMCAT
installation>/webapps/<WAR file name>/adoxx_web.properties. The
following settings have to be adapted:
•
•

http_proxy_ip: Enter the IP address of your proxy server.
http_proxy_port: Enter the port of your proxy server.

3.12 Restart Services
Done! In order to start using ADOIT ServiceNow Live Connector, the ADOIT
application server and the Apache Tomcat web server have to be restarted for the
configuration changes to become effective.
•
•

4

Open the Services management. Press Windows+R to open the Run box,
enter services.msc, and then click OK.
Start the ADOIT application server (service name e.g.
"ADOITServer10.0Service") and the Apache Tomcat web server (service
name e.g. "Tomcat9").

Test the ADOIT ServiceNow Live Connector

Perform the following steps to test the ADOIT ServiceNow Live Connector:

4.1 Trigger Synchronization
To trigger the synchronization:
•

Click the Connect Center button in the navigation bar.
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Figure 9: Open the Connect Center

The Connect Center opens, showing the available connector types and
configurations in a tree structure on the left side.
•
•

Select the connector configuration ServiceNow.
Click the Start Synchronisation button to start the synchronization.

Figure 10: Start synchronization

A progress bar will appear, indicating the status of the synchronization.
When the synchronization has finished, a dialogue will show the result of the
synchronization. The synchronized data will be available in the Object Catalogue, in
the object group Objects/ServiceNow - YYYY.MM.DD hh:mm:ss (the name
can be configured).
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4.2 Open Dashboard
To open a service dashboard:
•

Right-click an Application that was synchronized with ServiceNow, and then
click Insights.

The widget visualizing data from ServiceNow (related incidents, problems and
outages) will show at the bottom of the dashboard.

5

Security

For communication between ADOIT and ServiceNow, it is highly recommended to
use a secure HTTPS connection.
The server-side certificate used for HTTPS access to the ServiceNow REST API
must have been issued by an official and trusted certification authority (CA).

6

Appendix

6.1 BOC Encryption Tool
The BOC encryption tool can be found in the directory "03 Web Client\03 Tools\02
Password Encryption Tool" on the installation medium. To find out how to use this
tool check out the readme.txt.

6.2 Create Data Synchronization Configuration
You can use the following sections as a guide for setting up your own data
synchronization configuration.
6.2.1

Sample Configuration

The following is a sample configuration:
{

"dataSources": {
"incidents_per_ci_service": {
"dataPath": "$",
"parameters": [
{
"paramName": "sysparm_query",
"paramValue": "business_service={$artefact.foreignID}^opened_atBETWEEN{$param.FROM}@{$param.TO}"
}
],
"url": "/api/now/table/incident"
},
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"outages_per_ci_service": {
"dataPath": "$",
"parameters": [
{
"paramName": "sysparm_query",
"paramValue":
"cmdb_ci.sys_class_name=cmdb_ci_service^cmdb_ci={$artefact.foreignID}^beginBETWEEN{$param.FR
OM}@{$param.TO}"
}
],
"url": "/api/now/table/problem"
},
"problems_per_ci_service": {
"dataPath": "$",
"parameters": [
{
"paramName": "sysparm_query",
"paramValue": "business_service={$artefact.foreignID}^opened_atBETWEEN{$param.FROM}@{$param.TO}"
}
],
"url": "/api/now/table/problem"
}
},
"edgeMappings": {
"ci_service_to_ci_server": {
"attributes": [],
"class": "RC_USED_TECHNOLOGIES"
},
"ci_service_to_ci_service": {
"attributes": [],
"class": "RC_INFORMATION_FLOW"
}
},
"general": {
"lang": "en",
"targetFolder": {
"groupByClass": false,
"groupByFirstCharacter": true,
"path": "Objects/{$run.connector.name} - {$run.startTime}/general"
}
},
"nodeMappings": {
"cmdb_ci_server": {
"attributes": [
{
"attributeName": "A_DESCRIPTION",
"path": "$.attributes.short_description"
},
{
"attributeName": "NAME",
"path": "$.attributes.name"
}
],
"class": "C_TECHNOLOGY_PRODUCT"
},
"cmdb_ci_service": {
"attributes": [
{
"attributeName": "VERSION",
"path": "$.attributes.version"
},
{
"attributeName": "A_DESCRIPTION",
"path": "$.attributes.short_description"
},
{
"attributeName": "NAME",
"path": "$.attributes.name"
}
],
"class": "C_APPLICATION",
"targetFolder": {
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"groupByClass": true,
"groupByFirstCharacter": true,
"path": "Objects/{$run.connector.name} - {$run.startTime}"

}
}
},
"nodes": {
"cmdb_ci_server": {
"backLinkURL": "/nav_to.do?uri=cmdb_ci.do?sys_id={$artefact.foreignID}",
"bulkData": {
"dataSource": {
"dataPath": "$.result",
"url": "/api/now/cmdb/instance/cmdb_ci_server"
},
"idPath": "$.sys_id",
"namePath": "$.name"
},
"detailedData": {
"dataSource": {
"dataPath": "$.result",
"url": "/api/now/cmdb/instance/cmdb_ci/{$context.node.foreignID}"
},
"idPath": "$.attributes.sys_id",
"namePath": "$.attributes.name"
},
"idPath": "$.attributes.sys_id",
"namePath": "$.attributes.name",
"nodeMappingID": "cmdb_ci_server",
"synchronizationRequiresDetailedLookup": true
},
"cmdb_ci_service": {
"backLinkURL": "/nav_to.do?uri=cmdb_ci.do?sys_id={$artefact.foreignID}",
"bulkData": {
"dataSource": {
"dataPath": "$.result",
"url": "/api/now/cmdb/instance/cmdb_ci_service"
},
"idPath": "$.sys_id",
"namePath": "$.name"
},
"detailedData": {
"dataSource": {
"dataPath": "$.result",
"url": "/api/now/cmdb/instance/cmdb_ci/{$context.node.foreignID}"
},
"idPath": "$.attributes.sys_id",
"namePath": "$.attributes.name"
},
"edges": [
{
"conditions": [
{
"path": "$.attributes.sys_class_name",
"values": [
"cmdb_ci_service"
]
}
],
"edgeDataPath": {
"path": "$.outbound_relations"
},
"edgeMappingID": "ci_service_to_ci_service",
"nodeConfigID": "cmdb_ci_service",
"targetDataSource": {
"dataPath": "$.result",
"url": {
"addressPath": "$.target.link"
}
},
"targetIDPath": "$.target.value"
},
{
"conditions": [
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{

"path": "$.attributes.sys_class_name",
"values": [
"cmdb_ci_server",
"cmdb_ci_win_server",
"cmdb_ci_unix_server",
"cmdb_ci_linux_server",
"cmdb_ci_database",
"cmdb_ci_email_server",
"cmbd_ci_netgear",
"cmdb_ci_web_server",
"cmbd_ci_computer"
]

}
],
"edgeDataPath": {
"path": "$.outbound_relations"
},
"edgeMappingID": "ci_service_to_ci_server",
"nodeConfigID": "cmdb_ci_server",
"targetDataSource": {
"dataPath": "$.result",
"url": {
"addressPath": "$.target.link"
}
},
"targetIDPath": "$.target.value"

}
],
"idPath": "$.attributes.sys_id",
"lookup": {
"dataSource": {
"dataPath": "$.result",
"parameters": [
{
"paramName": "sysparm_query",
"paramValue": "nameLIKE{$param.NAME}"
}
],
"url": "/api/now/table/cmdb_ci_service"
},
"idPath": "$.sys_id",
"namePath": "$.name"
},
"namePath": "$.attributes.name",
"nodeMappingID": "cmdb_ci_service",
"synchronizationRequiresDetailedLookup": true

}

}
},
"synchronizationNodeIDs": [
"cmdb_ci_service"
]

The following fields are available:
6.2.2

dataSources

Contains a list of data sources which can be used to retrieve data from the connected
ServiceNow instance for e.g. visualization in dashboards. This data is not persisted in
ADOIT. The sample configuration above above defines the data sources
incidents_per_ci_service, outag-es_per_ci_service and
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problems_per_ci_service that retrieve all incidents, problems and outages that
happened during the last year per CI Service from the ServiceNow instance. Each
dataSource has the following properties:
•
•

•

6.2.3

url: The URL from which to retrieve the data. In the sample configuration
above this points to the incident and problem tables.
dataPath: The JSONPath (https://github.com/json-path/JsonPath) inside the
result JSON returned from the ServiceNow instance that points to the relevant
data to process.
parameters: An optional list of query parameters that are added to the
configured URL. Each parameter entry consists of a name and a value. In the
sample configuration above these are URL parameters for the requests to the
problem and incident tables that define for which business service to retrieve
incidents or problems and for which time period.
general

This section contains general settings that control the behaviour of the
synchronization. The following options are available:
•
•

•

•
•

•

lang: The language in which the settings (e.g. folder settings) should be
interpreted.
richText: An object containing the property maskRichText. If this is set to
true, rich text retrieved from a foreign system will be masked when stored in
the ADOIT database. By default, this is false.
targetFolder: An object controlling how the objects created during the
synchronization are created in the repository. The target folder settings can be
overwritten for individual class mappings. The target folder object can have
the following properties:
o groupByClass: If set to true, the objects are stored in folders which are
named like the objects' class. By default, this is true.
o groupByFirstCharacter: If set to true, the objects are stored in folders
starting with the first character of each object. Can be combined with
the setting groupByClass. By default, this is false.
path: The path in the repository as string
forceTechnicalUser: If set to true (default is false), synchronization is always
done as a technical user, even when it is triggered from the UI. This should
only be used in specific cases as it supports rights elevation, which is a
security risk!
forceUpdateOfSynchronizationAttribute: By default, the attribute in which
the date of the last synchronization is stored is only updated when the artefact
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was actually changed during the synchronization. If this is set to true, the
synchronization attribute is always updated on synchronization, even if the
artefact was not changed.
Note: The attributes that store synchronization data vary depending on the configuration. By default the
attributes Foreign ID (ServiceNow) and Last Synchronisation Date (ServiceNow) are used (Notebook
chapter Synchronisation (ServiceNow) of the synchronized object types).

•

dbStatUpdateThreshold: This controls whether on synchronization an update
of the database statistics should be done. This can be set to a number. If this
number is equal to or higher than the number of artefacts that were updated,
deleted or created during the synchronization, the database statistics will be
updated after the synchronization has finished. If this is set to 0, the update
will always happen. If it is set to a negative number or not set at all, no update
of the database statistics will be done.

Note: Be careful when setting this, as database statistics updates can take long and might freeze the
aworker process running the synchronization if the freeze thresholds are not set high enough.

•

6.2.4

crud: This allows to control which crud operations are allowed. Currently
configurable are:
o delete (property: enabled): If enabled is set to true, objects that have
been synchronized at an earlier point in time but are no longer available
in the foreign system will be deleted. If this is set to false, they will not
be deleted. By default, this is enabled.
nodes

This section contains a list of node configurations that are used to retrieve data from
ServiceNow and then map this data to classes in ADOIT. Each node configuration
consists of the following fields:
•

bulkData: Configuration for retrieving a set of data from ServiceNow. This
contains the following fields:
o dataSource: The data source from which to retrieve the data. Contains
the following fields:
 url: The URL to retrieve data from. In the sample configuration
above, for cmdb_ci_service instances, the bulk data is
retrieved from <SERVICENOW>/api/now/cmdb/instance/
cmdb_ci_server.
 dataPath: The JSONPath (https://github.com/jsonpath/JsonPath) inside the result JSON returned from the
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•

•

•

•

ServiceNow instance that points to the relevant data to process.
This has to be an array of objects which is then processed.
o idPath: The JSONPath pointing to the field that contains the ID
property. This is evaluated for each entry in the array of objects
retrieved from the dataSource. If this is not defined, this falls back to
the idPath of the node configuration.
o namePath: The JSONPath pointing to the field that contains the name
property. This is evaluated for each entry in the array of objects
retrieved from the dataSource. If this is not defined, this falls back to
the namePath of the node configuration.
detailedData: Configuration for retrieving data for a specific ServiceNow
instance. This contains the following fields:
o dataSource: The data source from which to retrieve the data. Contains
the following fields:
 url: The URL to retrieve data from. In the sample configuration
above, for cmdb_ci_service instances, the bulk data is
retrieved from <SERVICENOW>/api/now/cmdb/instance/
cmdb_ci_server/{$context.node.foreignID} (where
{$context.node.foreignID} is the ID of a specific object.
 dataPath: The JSONPath (https://github.com/jsonpath/JsonPath) inside the result JSON returned from the
ServiceNow instance that points to the relevant data to process.
o idPath: The JSONPath pointing to the field that contains the ID
property. This is evaluated for the JSON data retrieved from the
dataSource. If undefined, this falls back to the idPath of the node
configuration.
o namePath: The JSONPath pointing to the field that contains the name
property. This is evaluated for the JSON data retrieved from the
dataSource. If undefined, this falls back to the namePath of the node
configuration.
idPath: The JSONPath pointing to the field that contains the ID property. This
is evaluated for the JSON data retrieved from the configured dataSource. If
no idPath is defined for this dataSource already.
namePath: The JSONPath pointing to the field that contains the name
property. This is evaluated for the JSON data retrieved from the configured
dataSource if no namePath is defined for this dataSource already.
nodeMappingID: The ID of the nodeMapping configuration that should be
applied for the current node configuration.
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•

•
•

•

synchronizationRequiresDetailedLookup: This defines whether during the
bulk synchronization the data retrieved from the bulkData dataSource is
sufficient, or if for each retrieved node also the detailedData dataSource has
to be called. For ServiceNow this needs to be true, as the bulkData
dataSource does not contain all required information.
backLinkURL: This is an optional URL that can be defined and which points
into the external service and opens details on the current object.
lookup: This is an optional configuration in which a lookup dataSource can
be defined. When an object is not mapped yet to ServiceNow but its class can
be mapped to a ServiceNow object, this allows looking for an appropriate
object with the current ADOIT object’s name in ServiceNow. In the sample
configuration above, for services this looks into the table <SERVICENOW>/
api/now/table/cmdb_ci_service and sends as parameter the name of
the current ADOIT object.
edges: This defines the configuration of edges (=relations) from the current
node configuration to another node configuration. Multiple edge configurations
can be defined for each node configuration. In the sample configuration
above, relations from ServiceNow services to other services and to servers
are configured. Each edge element can have the following properties:
o conditions: An optional set of conditions that have to be fulfilled for a
potential target node to be retrieved as target using the current edge
configuration. In the sample configuration above, ServiceNow objects of
class cmdb_ci_service are added as related services, whereas
objects that are of classes cmdb_ci_server, cmdb_ci_win_server,
cmdb_ci_unix_server, cmdb_ci_linux_server, cmdb_ci_database,
cmdb_ci_email_server, cmdb_ci_netgear, cmdb_ci_web_server or
cmdb_ci_computer are added as related servers.
o edgeDataPath: The JSONPath that defines where within the node data
the data about relations can be found.
o targetDataSource: The dataSource from which to retrieve the data
about the target node.
o targetIDPath: The JSONPath pointing to the property within the data
retrieved from the targetDataSource that contains the ID of the target
node.
o nodeConfigID: The ID of the node configuration that should be applied
for the target node.
o edgeMappingID: The ID of the edgeMapping configuration that should
be applied for the retrieved edge.
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•
•

•

synchronizationNodeIDs: A list of node configuration IDs that should be
processed when doing a synchronization.
nodeMappings: A list of node mapping configurations for mapping
information retrieved via a node configuration to ADOIT classes. In the sample
configuration above, the node configuration with the ID cmdb_ci_service
maps to the nodeMapping configuration with the ID cmdb_ci_service, which
maps to ADOIT objects of class C_APPLICATION. The node configuration
with the ID cmdb_ci_server maps to ADOIT objects of class
C_TECHNOLOGY_PRODUCT. For both, the attributes Name and Description
are filled. For cmdb_ci_services, in addition, the version property is mapped.
edgeMappings: A list of edge mapping configurations that are used to map
information retrieved via edge configurations inside node configurations to
ADOIT relation classes. In the configuration above, the relation between
services is mapped to the ADOIT relation class RC_INFORMATION_FLOW,
the relation between services and servers is mapped to the ADOIT relation
class RC_USED_TECHNOLOGIES.

6.3 Create Dashboard Settings Configuration
You can use the following sample configuration as a guide for setting up your own
dashboard settings configuration.
6.3.1

Sample Configuration

The following is a sample configuration:
{

}

"configurations":[{
"classes":["C_APPLICATION "
]
}
]

This snippet defines that the dashboard functionality that shows Service KPIs is
available for instances of the class C_APPLICATION.
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